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Service Adjustments Cont’d 1.2: Alignment
Tuner-AGC Automatic

Preparation
Feed in a standard test pattern in the upper
range of the UHF band; the RF must be ≥1.5mV
(64dBm V, noise-free picture) at least.
Infocenter —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Tuner AGC —> Automatic.

Alignment Process
The control processor IC850 will set the
optimum value for the delayed gain control
voltage. Activate with button “OK”.

1.2 (ii): Alignment
Tuner-AGC Manual.

Preparation
Feed in a standard test pattern in the upper
range of the UHF band; the RF must be ≥1.5mV
(64dBm V, noise-free picture) at least.
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Tuner-AGC —> Manual.
or
Digitalvoltmeter: Tuner-Contact 9.

Alignment Process
Press “OK”. With buttons - + tune the TV station
so that noise just starts to appear on the picture.
Then tune in reverse direction until the picture
just becomes noise free. Store with “OK”
With buttons - + adjust ≥3.3V.

1.3: Alignment
(i) AFC-Reference Automatic

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> AFC-Reference Æ Automatic.
Tune to a local station on a channel as low as
possible at the desired programme position with
standard channel spacing without fine tuning.

Alignment Process
On activation of AFC Reference Automatic a
rectified IF-voltage is measured at the AFC
output of the IF amplifier which is used on
station search as a comparative value for VCR-
HF playback (station identification “AV”) to
readjust the modulator drift.
Activate with “OK”

(ii): AFC-Reference Def. Value.

Preparation
Not for Servicing.

Alignment Process
The AFC Reference Def. Value contains only
average values stored during production.

1.4: Alignment
Text RGB-Level

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Text RGB-Level.

Alignment Process
Change the value with buttons - + to “Full level”
or “Half level”.

1.5: Alignment
White balance.

Preparation
Black Stretch “off” (Picture Menu).
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> White balance.

Alignment Process
With the - + buttons set the VG (amplification
green) and VB (amplification blue) values so
that the white rectangular area in the middle of

Headphone Volume Control

The headphone volume level can be changed
by ““AUX”” —> - +.

Switching between Mono —> Stereo Sound

“AUX” —>  activates the sound switching
function: Mono —> Stereo —> Mono A —>
Mono B etc.

6: IR-Data Programmer

With this menu and the IR-Data Programmer 2,
it is possible to store a maximum of 99 pro-
gramme positions with the data for the channel,
TV norm, Peri, 6-place station identification, the
fine tuning centre frequency and the volume
offset “0”.
The Programmer AP transfers only channels
and 4-place station identifications with fine
tuning centre frequency and volume offset “0”.
Call up via the Menu Info. Centre —> Special
Functions —> IR-Data Programmer.

Attention: The data transfer can be affected by
interference’s from electrical lighting fixtures.

7: Setting the Analog Values

When exceeding the minimum possible values
for the brightness, colour contrast, B/W-contrast
and volume level as specified in the table below,
the appropriate optimum value is initialised
when switching the TV on or changing from RF
—> AV.

Minimum Optimum

Value Value

Brightness 15 31

Colour contrast 11 32

B/W contrast 15 31

Volume 11 11

Alignment
All adjustment controls not mentioned in this
description are pre-set at the factory and must
not be re-adjusted in the case of repairs.

1. Chassis Board

Measuring instruments:
Dual-channel oscilloscope.
10:1 test probe.
Digital voltmeter.

Service works after replacement or repair of the
following modules:
Chassis: alignment 1.1
Tuner, IF amplifier: alignment 1.2, 1.3
Display/Control Unit: alignment 1.2...1.13
Video Module: 1.5

1.1: Alignment:
+A voltage
+B voltage
+N voltage
+F voltage

Preparation
Brightness: Minimum
These voltages must be checked after every
repair and before every adjustment.

Alignment Process
Set control R654 to 150V.
Set control R673 to 12V on contact 36 of the
Feature-Box.
Set control R683 to 5V on contact 32/33 of the
feature-Box.
Set control R697 to 5V on contact 9/10 of the
Feature-Box.

the picture becomes achromatic.
Store with “OK” .

1.6: Alignment
Bottom flutter gate.

Preparation
Connect the video recorder and play back the
recording.
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Bottom flutter gate.

Alignment Process
With the - + buttons adjust for minimum flutter at
the top or bottom picture edge.

1.7: Alignment
Type of picture tube.

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Tube type.

Alignment Process
With the - + buttons select T82/16:9 or T70/16:9.

1.8: Alignment
Video processor

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Video processor.

Alignment Process
With the - + buttons switch the Video processor
to TDA 4686 or TDA 4780 which may be fitted to
the TV set. TDA 4780 contains the features for
Black Stretch, Blue Stretch and Gamma Control.

1.9: Alignment
RGB Sync-level.

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> RGB Sync-level.

Alignment Process
In RGB operation it is possible to set the RGB
level to “on” or “off” with the buttons - + to
eliminate line tearing for example in this mode.

1.10: Alignment
VM (Velocity Modulation).

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Velocity Modulation.
Alignment Process
With the - + buttons switch the Velocity Modula-
tion on or off.

1.11: Alignment
Picture Sharpness.

Preparation
Infocentre —> Picture Menu —> Sharpness.

Alignment Process
Adjust with - + buttons for optimal picture
sharpness.

1.12: Alignment
Colour Match.

Alignment Process
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Settings
—> Colour Match.

1.13: Alignment
Picture Geometry.

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Geometry.
Feed in a test generator pattern or a standard

The final setting of the station ident shows only
the first three places, the switching information
will not be indicated.

Indication: ARD.

Possible switch settings:

station ident XXX, MO  -> forced mono

station ident XXX, 2T -> sound 2 select (preferred

with dual-sound broadcasts)

station ident XXX, AF -> AFC- Nachregelung aktiv

station ident XXX, AV -> VCR time constant and AFC

Senderkennung AV... -> VCR time constant and AFC

station ident XXX, P5    -> 50Hz

station ident XXX, N5    -> 50Hz

station ident XXX, S5    -> 0Hz

station ident XXX, P6    -> 60Hz

station ident XXX, N6    -> 60Hz

station ident XXX, S6    -> 60Hz

5: Settings via the “AUX” Function

The “AUX” command initialises an input mode in
which certain commands are interpreted
differently. This mode remains active for about 4
secs. unless another command is entered. The
indication “AUX” is shown on the screen for
about 4 secs.

Setting the Peri Bit

“AUX” —> 0/AV.
With the Peri Bit set, the control processor
evaluates the switching voltage on Pin 8 of the
EURO-AV socket AV1 (black) and switches the
TV receiver to this input, (eg. on descrambler
operation).
The Peri symbol illuminates in the display of the
keyboard unit.

Switching over the Descrambler

Descrambler off
Descrambler on Auto (Peri Bit set)
Descrambler on Stereo (Peri Bit set)
Descrambler on mono - L (Peri Bit set)
Descrambler on mono - R (Peri Bit set)

Fig 1.

Copy Function
In operating mode:
Firstly select the AV signal source, eg. AV1, AV2
etc.
- ON: “AUX” —> 0/AV (indication “Copy On”)
- OFF: “AUX” —> 0/AV (no indication)

Copying possibilities from —> to:

-  AV1 (black Scart socket) —> AV2
(orange Scart socket).

-  AV2 (orange Scart socket) —> AV1 (black
Scart socket).

-  AV3 (S-Video and Cinchbuchse) —>AV2
(orange Scart socket).

-  AV3 (S-Video and Cinchbuchse) —>AV1
(black Scart socket).

test pattern in 16:9 format via the aerial or use
the integrated test pattern. Feed in the geometry
test pattern in Cinema mode.

Attention:
The “Line Shift” alignment influences the line
phase. Before this adjustment, set the horizontal
amplitude to minimum and if necessary correct
the raster position with the “Shift Plug”.

Reset:
The “Reset” menu contains:
either the optimum picture geometry data
entered during production or the average data
set read out from the ROM if the TV is switched
on with the emergency data set. If the TV has
been adjusted wrongly, these basic values can
be loaded at any time as follows:
Call up Infocentre —> Special Functions —>
Service —> Code 8500 —> Geometry —>
Reset and confirm with “OK”.

Alignment Process
Via the menu, select the geometry values for the
vertical deflection, then set the values for the
horizontal deflection, first at 50Hz then at 60Hz
field frequency. Now with - or + button, move the
picture into the centre of the raster. Re-adjust
the horizontal amplitude according to the test
pattern.

Store:
Call up “End without memory” and change with
the button - or + to “End with memory”.
Store the setting with the “OK” button.

Whenever the TV is switched on the picture
geometry is set to the value stored last.

1.14: Alignment
Adjustment of the bridge coil L573.

Preparation
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> Geometry.
Set the horizontal amplitude (width) to minimum.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to the
collector of the transistor T572.
Connect channel 2 of the oscilloscope between
diodes D571 and D572.

Alignment Process
Set the coil L573 so that the pulse width of both
oscillograms is the same.

1.15: Alignment
Line Sharpness.

Preparation
Select the convergence test pattern:
Contrast to maximum, set the brightness so that
the black background of the test pattern is just
brightening.

Alignment Process
With focus control  on the CRT panel adjust the
horizontal lines for maximum sharpness.
Subsequently, with the focus control  on the
focusing panel, adjust the vertical lines for
maximum sharpness. Repeat.

Attention:
For measurements on the focusing panel use
only sufficiently insulated measuring cables and
test probes with adequate electric strength
(eg. 100:1).

2: Picture Tube Panel

Measuring instruments:
Oscilloscope with 10:1 test probe, high resist-
ance voltmeter.
Service works after replacement or repair of the
picture tube panel:
Alignments no. 2:1 and 2:2.

this case.
- switched to “lin”, the volume level of

the Hi-Fi-system is constant.

Switching Over the Sound: Stereo, Mono,
FM, NICAM, NICAM B

Select Audio Menu  —> Sound. With the - +
buttons switch the stereo decoder over to the
desired reception.

FM - sound stereo broadcast:
- switchable between Stereo <—> Mono.
- Two-channel sound: switchable

between Mono A <—> Mono B.

The sound for the loudspeakers and head-
phones can be switched over independently of
each other.

NICAM - sound mono broadcast:
- switchable between NICAM-Mono

<—> FM

NICAM - sound stereo broadcast:
- switchable between NICAM-Stereo

<—> FMo

NICAM - sound dual-sound broadcast:
- switchable to NICAM-sound 1 —>

NICAM-sound 2 —> FM

NICAM not relating to the picture:
- switchable to NICAM-sound 1 —>

NICAM-sound 2 —> FM- preferred
sound is FM-Mono

AV mode
- Stereo (preferred setting) —> Mono A

—> Mono B.
- With the options Sound 1 and Sound

2, the sound for the loudspeakers and
headphones can be switched over
independently of each other.

Headphones dual-sound broadcast:
- switchable between Sound 1 <—>

Sound 2

4: Settings via the Station Ident

Settings entered in the station identification
effect forced switching of the TV set to an
operating mode; as a result, the automatic
evaluation function is suppressed.
Select the Menu Info. Centre —> TV-Station
Table.
Activate the desired TV station and enter a
comma at the 4th place from the left. The places
5 and 6 are reserved for the actual switching
information (see table).
The first three places (from the left) of the
station ident may be filled with any characters.
Example: ARD, MO only mono sound.
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Waveforms
- Video Diagram

CRT Diagram

East West Diagram

Service Adjustments Cont’d.

Fig 2.

2.1: Alignment
White balance.

Preparation
Black Stretch set to “off” (Picture Menu).
Infocentre —> Special Functions —> Service —
> Code 8500 —> White Balance.

Alignment Process
With the - + buttons set the VG (amplification
green) and VB (amplification blue) values so
that the white rectangular area in the middle of
the picture becomes achromatic.
Store with “OK”.

2.2: Alignment
Screen grid voltage.

Preparation
-  Feed in the test pattern.
-  Switch the TV receiver to AV mode.
-  Adjust the screen brightness with the remote

control handset so that the grey areas just
become dark.

-  Connect the voltmeter (200 kW series
resistance) to the test points R,G,B to
determine the test point with the highest
voltage level.

-  Oscilloscope: measured test point.

Alignment Process
With the control SG on the picture tube panel
set the voltage to 162.5V±2.5V.
If flyback lines are visible on the screen reduce
the voltage by 10V approximately.
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Sandcastle Diagram
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Control Diagram

Continued at    2
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Control Diagram Cont’d
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Feature Box Diagram

Continued at    3
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Feature Box Diagram Cont’d
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Focussing Diagram

Interference Diagram

Power Supply Diagram
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Main Diagram
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   4

Main Diagram Cont’d
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Socket Diagram
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Velocity Diagram
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Socket Diagram Cont’d
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Tuner Diagram

Continued at    6
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Tuner Diagram Cont’d
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